**Premier Dual Indoor Meet For Coach Hudlun's Men**

Boston University's fast track team will furnish the competition for Technology's runners on the board track and in the indoor gym this Saturday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Coach Hudlun's men are absorbing and breaking some of the board records in their final dual meet of the season. As this is the first time in two years that the Varsity squad has attempted an indoor meet, it will be an interesting feature in the meet.

George Lenes, captain of the team and one of the best middle-distance runners in the country, will be on hand for the meet. Hudlun's forte is the half mile. It George is in as good form as he was in the 200 yards, C. Gaines will not only make the board record but in all probability will set it where it will remain out of reach for a while. Cy Maugher, who has been doing some great running as leadoff man for the relay team, will also be entered in the 440.

Steinbrenner Entered In Hurdles

According to Coach Hudlun, Peter Nevins, the cross country star, is expected to show his skills in the 100 yards hurdles. Nevins, who captured second in the 1000 at the A.A.A. A.C. meet, will line along with Bill Rooney, and this pair should make a creditable showing. Jack Temple and E. H. Smith, the 440 yard sprinters and Paul Brody of the 200 yard, are also expected to run.

HAD NO CHANCE TO GEAR UP

Hodder and Quirk are well matched and it is an even bet as to which one of them will be the one to cross the finish line.

Little is known as to whom Boston University will enter, but Coach Desch is expected to use all five members of his cross relay team. This team, which is composed of Fred Osbome, Leon Campbell, Tom horsa, George Mauchland, and Henry Colton is a fast outfit. With the exception of Campbell, the Terriers' relay squad consists exclusively of freshmen, each of whom is fast enough to make the best of the Tech men seem too slow by comparison.

**FROSH JOURNEY TO ANDOVER TONIGHT**

This afternoon the Cardinal and Frosh football team will head north from Lowell on the 52 trip to Andover with the hope of winning. The frosh will return about 2 p.m. and will play in the spring game the last Saturday.

**HEWINS & HOLLIS Men's Furnishings Goods 4 Hamilton Place Boston Opposite Park St. Church**

---

**When Newspapers are being discussed**

You will hear many different opinions as to what constitutes a perfect paper. One person will claim that the news freshly served is of primary importance, another that special features appealing to varied tastes are essential, while still others will say that illustrations of current events are what make a paper worth while.

All who are acquainted with the Boston Evening Transcript agree, however, that in its columns they find a combination of all these things and consequently one of the best newspapers of today.